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A1 – There is an effective subject leader for Science.

Classification in Y1

Research in Y3

Pattern seeking in Y2

Fair test in Y5

Subject leader developed new
curriculum map.

Subject leader shares information in staff
meetings and supports staff in planning a
range of scientific enquiries.

The subject leader has been a great
support during my first year teaching
in KS1. She has suggested lots of
fun, practical activities.

A2 – There ia a clear vision for the teaching and learning of Science.

Science Week

Zoolab
Visit

Visit to
Imagine
That!
We use our
knowledge to find
out new things
and answer our
own questions,
Y6 child

Use of scientific vocabulary in Y4

Links with English in Y1

A3 - The current School Development Plan has appropriate and active
targets for Science.
The Science Action Plan is
developed from the SDP in
consultation between the
Executive Head and Head of
School.

Subject Co-ordinator monitors
teaching and learning in
Science to ensure targets are
being met.

A4 - There is a shared and demonstrated understanding of the
importance and value of Science to children’s learning.

Super Scientists receiving
awards at Celebration of
Science assembly

There are a range of
Science displays across the
school.

I did the
water
experiment
at home
and saw the
water ‘walk’
up the
kitchen roll!

Picnic with parents to
celebrate the opening of
our Edible Garden

Such a wonderful
garden. Our children
will learn so much,
Y2 parent .

Science Week – Forensic
Science

Children examining
evidence to identify the
‘criminal’.

Yes, the
kitchen
roll
absorbed
the water.

Science week was
amazing!

A5 - The science subject leader knows about Science teaching and
learning across the school.
Floor book page created during team teaching
session between Science Coordinator and Year
1 teacher new to KS.

Classification in Y4
Fair Testing
in Y3

Observation Over
Time in Y1

Research in Y6
Lesson observations and book scrutiny looking for evidence of a range of
scientific enquiry.

B1 - Staff continue to have opportunities for CPD within Science that
increases their skills, knowledge and understanding.

Whole class Mind
Map in Y1

Independent Mind
Map in Y5

Mind Maps are now used across the
school in response to above staff
meeting.

Pattern seeking investigation suggested for Y1/2 on
above course and planning adapted.

Brilliant ideas for practical,
hands on investigations,
Year 2 teacher

I love the idea of using
Discovery Dog to make
links with scientific
enquiry and English,
Year 1 teacher

B2 - There is a range of teaching and learning approaches for Science.
Example of KS1 &
KS2 planning boards

KS2 Planning Board
KS1 Planning Board
Investigations are planned as
a whole class initially.
Children are introduced to fair
testing and the use of
scientific vocabulary is
encouraged and later
developed in KS2.

Now planning boards are used in KS1
children are much more familiar with
and confident in recording and
interpreting data from fair test
investigations. In KS2 this is now
developed in a more formal way and
vocabulary developed further.

Creating a
‘human’ circuit.

Learning about light and
shadows in the playground.

Visit from
Zoolab &
a chick
hatching
project.

Learning about the
properties of clay in Design
Technology.

Learning about
plant growth &
structure in the
Edible Garden.

B3 - There is a range of up-to-date, quality resources specifically for
teaching and learning Science. ICT is used both as a tool and as a
resource for teaching Science.

Resources audited and
tidied July 2107

ICT used to support
learning and for
research.

A range of resources
being used across the
school.

Free potato seeds were
planted and harvested and
then cooked and served for
lunch.

C1 - All pupils are actively engaged in a science enquiry; using a
variety of enquiry strategies, independently making decisions, using
evidence to answering their own questions, solving real problems,
evaluating their work.

Mind Map from Y6
These allow children to reflect
on their learning and identify
questions they would like to
answer by the end of the unit
of work.

Mad Science assembly & after school club.

Independent planning of a
Fair Test investigation in Y5.
Less able children are
supported by the teacher
and plan investigations as a
group.
Differentiation in Y3
Less able children label
bones in human skeleton
using a word bank. More
able children compare
human skeletons with frog
skeletons.

Learning Outdoors

C2 - The purpose of science assessment is well understood and
shared by the members of the school community. Assessment
approaches are designed to fit those purposes.
Mind Map from Y1
It was clear at the beginning of the
topic (black writing) that the
children did not have much
understanding of what was meant
by ‘Growth & Survival’ . Therefore
the teacher adapted the planning to
include stages of growth. The red
writing was used to assess learning
that took place over the half term.

Floor Book from Y2
By using a floor book,
many children who are
less able to record their
learning in writing had
the confidence to share
their ideas verbally (as
shown by the pink
speech bubbles).

Target Tracker used to monitor
and assess children’s
achievement against NC
objectives. Gaps in learning
clearly identified.

Targets set for individual
children. Children with
insufficient progress identified
and interventions put in place.

C3 - Children enjoy their science experiences in school
We use our
knowledge to
find out new
things.

I like doing
experiments
best.

We grew
radishes and
tasted them
but I didn’t like
them.

I love finding
out how things
work.

.

We always
learn new
scientific
words.

Science Week was
amazing! We were
like real forensic
scientists.

We made slime
in Imagine
That!
Mad Science is
cool! I go
every year.

The Scientific
Gallery at
Catalyst was
the best.

We met loads
of scientists at
The Big Bang
Exhibition.

D1 - Science supports and links with other curriculum areas and
contributes to maximising whole school initiatives while retaining its
unique status.

Links with English - letter of persuasion (Y5) and instruction
writing (Y1).
Children are able to use their writing skills to present scientific
knowledge in a meaningful way.

Links with PSHE –
healthy eating and
exercise (Y2).

We use Maths
in Science
when we draw
tables and
graphs.

Links with Mathematics – bar charts and Carroll diagrams (Y3 & Y4)
Children use their knowledge of data handling to interpret results and draw
conclusions.

D2 - There are clear links to other schools and outside
agencies/organisations/ communities to enrich science teaching and
learning.

Educational visits to The Big Bang Exhibition, Catalyst Museum and Imagine That!

A ‘forensic
scientist’ from
Education Group
delivered
workshops
during Science
Week.

Zoolab

visit

We have liaised with Trees for Cities, Mersey Forestry Commission and
Adopt a Chef to develop our Edible Garden and Forest School.

